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Good morning, I’m Karen Patel from Birmingham City University in the UK. I am a PhD 
researcher nearing submission, and the title for this is slightly different from in the 
programme, but is still essentially about the same thing. 
For my PhD I am looking at how cultural workers signal their expertise on social 
media. The paper I am presenting today is based on a chapter of the PhD, in which I 
explore the implications of signalling expertise on social media for cultural labour. By 
‘cultural workers’ I mean those working in the cultural and creative industries, and 
those in my research include artists, writers, photographers, craft workers and 
composers. 
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One of my participants is featured here, this is Patrick, a photographer based in 
Liverpool in the UK, and these screenshots are from his Twitter profile, and are part 
of my data set collected for this research. As well as collecting social media posts I 
also interviewed the participants – there were 19 in total – to find out about their 
background, career and social media use. This is a typical day in Patrick’s life:
When Patrick gets up in the morning, he makes himself a cup of coffee, sits down and 
goes through his messages and responses on Twitter and Facebook – either on his 
phone or his laptop. He then goes out to take photographs, usually of landscapes, 
buildings, and architecture. When he is finished, he comes back to process the photos 
on his laptop using editing software. Once he has finished editing, he plans how he is 
going to promote the new images. 
He schedules posts to go out on Twitter three times a day, targeted to specific 
audiences, with certain other Twitter accounts in mind he would like to engage with. 
This has turned into a routine which carries a weight of expectation that he has 
imposed on himself, and has become so habitual that, as he described, “it is like 
taking tablets in the morning”. And like taking tablets in the morning, there can be an 
effect if they are missed. For Patrick, missing his tablets – posting on social media –
produces the affect of disappointment with himself and fear that he has ‘missed out’ 
on potential opportunities to increase his following and gain more recognition for his 
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photography. He enjoys receiving recognition via retweets and likes, but if he does 
post and doesn’t receive any response, he feels even more disappointment. The 
feedback encourages Patrick to produce more work, post more, to get more 
engagement. Patrick’s creative practice and daily routine are punctuated by moments 
of checking, uploading and scheduling on social media. This takes place at home, in 
any room of his house, on his phone or laptop. It is almost constant. 
This description of the role of social media use in a cultural worker’s daily routine 
provides some insight into an area which is underexplored in accounts cultural work. 
Patrick’s routine indicates that social media use can introduce different kinds of 
pressures into an everyday routine. The pressures of cultural work are well 
documented in existing literature, but overlooked, or taken for granted, is a 
development which has had an effect on the way many people communicate, present 
themselves online and consume other forms of media – social media. 
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What does expertise have to do with this? Experts are the subject of much debate in 
current political and popular discourse; in recent political debates experts have been 
called useless, with the knowledge and ‘will of the people’ seemingly the new 
authority in this era of populist politics. For some, social media is to blame, as argued 
by Tom Nichols in his book the death of expertise. 
In the book, Nichols mourns the collapse of boundaries between experts and 
laypeople, which he argues is caused by the Internet and social media. According to 
Nichols, the expert is someone who possesses the knowledge we need to listen to, 
and laypeople do not, and he lambasts (American) laypeople for rejecting expert 
knowledge. Nichols’ ranting volume encapsulates the confusion around expertise that 
I find in both academia and popular coverage – expertise is conceived as something 
possessed by ‘elite’ individuals, which gives them authority on subjects of political 
and social concern. These experts are usually viewed as well-educated products of 
the elite establishment, generating either apathy or opposition from sections of the 
public to whom populist politics will appeal to. Yet, expertise is much more complex 
than the seemingly assured knowledge that Nichols mourns the denigration of in 
society, and his talk of the divide between expert knowledge and lay person 
knowledge is reductive and unhelpful. Individuals, or ‘laypeople’ can be and are 
experts too, and we need to better understand this form of expertise - everyday 
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expertise. 
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We need to understand it because of the uncertain and volatile current political 
climate in the West, where individual risk is climbing higher. Ulrich Beck in the early 
90s characterised modern society as a ‘risk society’, where society is increasingly 
functioning to only mitigate risk. He noted how experts were not trusted by the 
public, and that thanks to emerging new technologies people are becoming their own 
experts, learning how to deal with risks which affect them in their everyday lives. In 
the contemporary context, particularly when we think about social media and the 
spread of fake news, for example, this is problematic. 
However, I find value in Beck’s argument that people can become their own experts 
in order to manage certain everyday risks. Cultural workers need to gain, build and 
signal their aesthetic expertise in order to be successful in a competitive cultural 
work sector, and mitigate the risks of precarity, instability, lack of institutional 
support, and other such risks which relate to independent, freelance work. For 
cultural workers using social media, the platforms provide opportunities for creative 
expression, to network with others and gain more visibility for their work, but there 
are also additional risks with not only what they put on social media, but in its 
everyday use as part of their creative practice. 
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Signalling expertise

Based on Jones (2002) signalling expertise framework, adapted by Patel 
(2017)

• Institutional context 
• Signalling content 
• Signalling strategies

Social media platforms enable people to signal their expertise, so briefly now I’m 
going to talk about the method I used to analyse expertise signals of cultural workers 
on social media. Candace Jones (2002) demonstrates how the project-based nature 
of work in the cultural industries means that signalling expertise is important. The 
process of signalling by the creative worker conveys information to others about their 
competencies, skills, relevant relationships, individual context and prior projects. She 
devises the signalling expertise framework to characterise expertise signals, and I 
used an adapted version of this framework (Patel, 2017) as a methodological tool, 
which focuses on three elements of signalling expertise online: 
Institutional context - which focuses on the context of the user, their background and 
career trajectory
Signalling content, which considers the style of social media text and images, 
exhibiting the requisite skills in both their social media posts and videos and career 
relevant connections and interactions on social media
Signalling strategies, which includes using social media affordances such as retweets 
to enhance status, the type of relationships pursued and how they are manifest on 
social media, and strategic approaches to impression management on social media.
I used this framework to analyse samples of social media posts from the 19 cultural 
workers. The analysis, along with the interviews, provided some insights into the role 
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of signalling expertise in cultural labour. Three themes emerged in relation to this.
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The pressure to presence

“If you disappear from social media or people don’t think 
you’re doing anything, they forget about you quite quickly. I 
suppose there is a pressure to maintain a presence alongside 
your work.”
- Colin

First, the pressure to presence. This is a quote from one of my participants during 
interview: 
“If you disappear from social media or people don’t think you’re doing anything, they 
forget about you quite quickly. I suppose there is a pressure to maintain a presence 
alongside your work.”
This encapsulates my argument here, and was a sentiment shared by many of my 
participants, who felt that they needed to keep their social media profiles up to date, 
and post regularly, to seem like they are busy and in demand. Nick Couldry uses the 
term ‘presencing’ to describe the “emerging requirement in everyday life to have a 
public presence beyond one’s own bodily presence”, and for cultural workers, 
presencing adds pressure to the daily routine of cultural labour. One other participant 
told me that sometimes he rushed his artwork, just to have something to post on 
social media, even though he wasn’t happy with it. Though the presence is up to 
date, posting work which is not up to usual standard just to maintain it risks 
damaging one’s reputation and signalling of aesthetic expertise. For cultural workers, 
if your latest piece of work or exhibition isn’t visible online, you could be mistaken for 
being out of work, not creating anything, or not in demand, and an out of date 
presence could be potentially damaging to a reputation. 
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Displaying recognition
Sharing associations

The display of recognition is showing that one’s work has been recognised by others, 
and social media platforms can facilitate this. I’m going to talk about two of the wats 
in which the cultural workers in this research displayed recognition. 
First, sharing associations. The use of social media platform features such as @ 
replies in Twitter and tagging on Facebook and Instagram were used frequently by 
participants to show their association with a particular company, client or fellow 
artist. For example, Phil here displays his recognition by sharing his work for some 
high profile clients including the BBC show Masterchef in the UK and the South 
African lottery. As well as mentioning the client in his Tweets, he also mentions the 
distributor, Zone Music. Showing that Phil has worked for these high-profile clients 
enhances his status and potentially his reputation, because he has associated himself 
with those companies and provided the evidence to substantiate it.
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Displaying recognition
Sharing endorsements

Second, some of the cultural workers displayed recognition by sharing endorsements 
by clients or other companies they are associated with. For example, Gillian, a pet 
portrait artist, asked her followers on Facebook to provide testimonials for her 
website, and those testimonials were posted on her Facebook page, there for the 
public to see, some of them are here. 
The affective language used by Gillian’s clients – describing their ‘joy’, her work 
making their ‘heart skip a beat’ demonstrates how they have been affected by 
Gillian’s work through the pet portraits she has produced for them, which hold some 
sentimental value. Some of them comment on her aesthetic expertise – her ability to 
capture the likeness of the subject, the detail, capturing the ‘energy’ and ‘mischief’ of 
pets. These are endorsements of Gillian as an artist possessing a level of aesthetic 
expertise. The display of recognition may not immediately seem as burdensome as 
presencing for the cultural workers, indeed the sharing of endorsements and 
associations will most likely generate a positive affect for them, as expressed by 
Gillian in her ‘thank you’ comment underneath her testimonial post. 
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Displaying recognition
Social media metrics

“Like ‘I got another like! Woo!’ And when I make a post I’m 
like, how many likes did I get? Then I’m like ‘woo! Look at this! 
It’s growing!’ and then I think, it’s just a number!”
- Anthony

Third, social media metrics, which includes things like follower numbers, likes and 
retweets on Twitter, likes on Instagram and Facebook, and so on. The cultural workers 
who spoke about these often described the affect of receiving new likes and 
followers. For example, Anthony talks about how he experiences “a hit of adrenaline” 
when he gets new likes on Facebook: “Like ‘I got another like! Woo!’ And when I 
make a post I’m like, how many likes did I get? Then I’m like ‘woo! Look at this! It’s 
growing!’ and then I think, it’s just a number!” It may be ‘just a number’ but as 
Gandini (2015) and Duffy (2017) highlight, follower and engagement numbers are 
increasingly important for client and employer decisions when hiring someone, and 
the same can be said in cultural work. Similar to presencing, there is a pressure for 
some cultural workers to gain followers and interactions, to increase their changes of 
receiving recognition, and to appear relevant and in demand. 
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Signalling as expertise

• Curating
• Listening
• Planning

A third implication of signalling expertise on social media is signalling as expertise, 
which Candace Jones describes as being able to signal expertise effectively. Signalling 
as expertise in this context involves using the platforms in ways which best display 
and promote aesthetic expertise, and the cultural workers worked towards this in 
three ways: curating, listening and planning. 
First, curating. Some of the cultural workers saw themselves as curators of their own 
social media profiles, and this is an important part of how they signal aesthetic 
expertise, because they are managing the overall appearance of their profiles and 
what the audience will see, as well as expressing some of their creative abilities. For 
example, Cherie describes Instagram as a “stream of images” and she says she is 
“quite conscious of what I put up; I want it to stay in my kind of style, really, so it 
flows really nicely. I always feel like the pattern and the way it looks represents me. 
You'd be able to look at a painting that I was doing now, and you'd be able to look at 
all of those images, and see what my inspiration has been. So it's kind of like a big, 
ongoing mood board.” So Cherie curates her Instagram profile to communicate her 
inspiration, and this informs her creative process. 
Listening is a term by Kate Crawford which I use to describe the act of looking and 
browsing on social media. I found that the cultural workers, when they did not want 
to post, often liked to browse, or listen for inspiration, for events and opportunities. 
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The purposefulness of listening and collecting inspiration is part of cultural work, and 
while others don’t always make this process visible on their social media profiles, 
they do it and this may be what separates them from people who are less serious 
about pursuing a cultural work career. The intention to collect inspiration for their 
work is part of the creative process and the building of their aesthetic expertise.
Finally, planning. Part of being able to use social media to signal aesthetic expertise 
involves some degree of planning. I found that the cultural workers in this research 
who do plan what they post are more comfortable with sharing different aspects of 
their practice, such as work in progress, previous work and the finished article. Gillian 
described how she gets up at 7am every morning to plan out her social media posts 
for the day. Others told me how they created marketing strategies, and Patrick, 
mentioned earlier, plans out his social media posts using scheduling software. 
Planning is important for signalling as expertise because it ensures the cultural 
worker has some degree of control over their presence, and can ensure consistency. 
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Conclusion

• Function, mediation and temporality of signalling aesthetic expertise 
on social media has an impact on cultural labour

• Social media metrics >> cultural value? 

Like any new technology, it is easy to be deterministic and say that social media has 
completely changed working practices, and that the pressures and demands cultural 
workers now face are completely different from before, but it would be misleading to 
do so. Cultural work has always been pressurised; cultural workers have always 
needed to get their work recognised, sell paintings and signal their aesthetic 
expertise. The way they do it, how it is mediated, and the temporality of these acts 
are what is different, and has an impact on cultural labour. 
The pressure to presence, displaying recognition and signalling as expertise all have 
implications for cultural labour, both good and bad. Having an online presence and 
constructing an online sense of being a cultural worker can help get a career off the 
ground if done properly, but this mostly needs to be substantiated with the display of 
aesthetic expertise. In addition, one cannot ignore the growing influence of social 
media metrics in reputation management, and the potential effects of that on 
creative output. Social media structures and algorithms encourage people to keep on 
posting, keep on presencing. If this means that cultural workers end up producing 
work which is not up to standard, just to post on social media, what implications 
could this have for cultural value? Could we get to a point where cultural value is 
measured by likes and shares, rather than intrinsic and aesthetic qualities? There is 
much more work to be done on the use of social media by cultural workers, and the 
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politics of expertise in cultural work, and this is hopefully a start.
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Thank You
Karen.patel@bcu.ac.uk

@KarenPatel
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